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Tuition may increase next fall 
By LYNN REICHERT 
TJ news editor 
Stydents may have to pay 
more to attend Winthrop next 
fall, Provost Glenn Thomas 
said. 
"The president (Vail) is sim-
ply alerting everyone that there 
might be an increase." 
No decision has been made, 
Thomas said. No figure has been 
set. 
The last fee increase was last 
year, Mr. McKee, director of the 
budge.t, reported. For the school 
year 1981-82, the increase was 
$49.50 per semester or $99 for 
the year. 
The reasons, for a possible 
fee increase are rising energy 
costs and employee salary in-
creases. As an example, the in-
crease in energy costs was 
$350,000 from last year, 
Thomas said. 
The legislature only funds 75 
percent of the increases it man-
dates. Winthrop has to supply 
25 percent of any increases. 
Last year, salary increases cost 
Winthrop $200 000, Vail said in 
a liaison Committee meeting 
last week. 
"At the present time, they 
(state legislature) are talking 
about a six percent increase for 
all employees," Thomas said. 
The college does not know at 
this point how much money the 
legislature will give if salaries 
are increased. 
Unless a special meeting is 
called, the earliest a decision 
can be made on. a fee increase 
will be. at the Board of Trustees 
meeting in July, Thomas said. 
Winthrop's budget for next year 
will not be debated .until this 
•summer, so Winthrop officials 
do not know what cuts will be 
made, Vail said. 
"We're likely to be the small-
est increase in the state, if we 
increase at all," Vail said at the 
Liaison meeting. 
If an increase is set, students 
will be advised about it when 
the tuition and fee schedule is 
sent out, prior to the opening 
of rchool in fall, Thomas said. 
Thomas said the school does 
not have any areas to cut back 
to prevent a possible fee in-
crease. 
"The unfortunate thing is 
that Winthrop has been cutting 
tack for years," Thomas said. 
Between 1975 and 1981, the 
cost of living has risen 74 per-
cent with Winthrop's appropria-
tion from the General Assembly 
rising 37 percent. Enrollment 
has grown 34 [>ercent during 
this time, and Winthrop has 
fewer employees now than it did 
then, Vail said last week. 
"There simply is no fat to be 
trimmed in the Winthrop College 
budget," Thomas said. 
Security confirms shooting 
By TERRI DIETRICH 
TJ reporter 
security confirmed last week 
that an officer was shot in 
March on campus and that stu-
dents have been charged in con-
nection with the incident. 
A dorm official confirmed 
New jobs for students 
By MALINDA COOPER 
TJ news reporter 
Winthrop's Placement and 
Career Planning Center will be 
phasing in new jobs for students 
not receiving financial aid. 
These jobs will be available 
only to students not receiving 
financial aid. John McCall of 
Placement and Career Planning 
office said, 'These jobs may 
ease the financial burden of stu-
dent. and may make the differ-
ence between them coming back 
to school or not." 
Joynes Center and the Physi-
cal Plant have already given out 
job descriptions. Joynes Center 
needs motor pool drivers, cus-
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todial, clerical and maintenance 
help and security support. The 
Physical Plant needs general lab-
orers and, depending on stu-
dents' experience, students may 
be used for plumbing and motor 
repair. 
Some of these jobs may be 
available this semester, and the 
job program will be in full swing 
by fall semester, he said. "A job 
program was not implemented 
earlier because government assis-
tance was plentiful, but with 
financial aid cutbacks alternative 
sources of aid must be studied," 
McCall said. 
President Charles Vail has 
been talking with other college 
departments to find where stu-
dent help is needed. 
"President Vail has urged 
various departments of the col-
lege to look carefully at duties 
that are currently performed by 
regular employees that could be 
performed by students, allowing 
these regular employees to take 
on new responsibilities," McCall 
said. 
Primarily, Joynes Center and 
the Physical Plant are the only 
departments now involved in the 
job provider. "If the job pro-
gram is a success, more depart-
ments will get involved," he 
said. 
The Planning and Career 
Placement Center wiil advertise 
open positions and try to build a 
job pool of applicants. "We want 
a job pool because some jobs 
need responsible students that 
will work night and weekend 
hours," said McCall. The Place-
ment and Career Planning Center 
serves as a referral service for 
job candidates. 
'This job program will give 
students bonified work exper-
ience, and the Placement Center 
will serve as a job reference for 
students after graduation," said 
McCall. The Placement and 
Career Planning Center's other 
goal with the job program is to 
tune students into their services 
before the students' senior year. 
that the officer was shot by a 
pellet gun, but would not com-
ment on rumors that the shot 
came from seventh floor Richard-
son. The official said Security 
officers told him not tp release 
any details about the incident. 
He added that the charges 
would possibly be dropped. 
Lt. Pat Kirkpatrick and Ser-
geant Fred McSwain would 
make no further comments 
when they were questioned. 
They refused to answer the 
following questions: 
What day did the shooting 
occur? What time? Where on 
campus did the shooting occur? 
Who was the officer? What 
siudttnts were involved? How 
did security find the suspects? 
What weapon was used? What 
was the extent of the injuries? 
On what p«ut of the body was 
the officer shot? 
What was the officer doing at 
the time of the shooting? Did 
any students come forward with 
information? Have the students 
charged pleaded guilty or inno-
cent? 
Kirkpatrick said she could 
not answer any additional ques-
tions until after a hearing. Se-
curity could only suggest that 
the TJ staff get their informa-
tion from students who were at 
the scene of the incident. 
Security officers claimed that 
answering these questions before 
the hearing could sx'iject Win-
throp to a lawsuit if the students 
were found innocent. | 
Security officers said TJ 
would receive -a bulletin answer-
ing the questions after the hear-
ing. 
Two Security office is, before 
Spring Break, told a TJ editor 
they knew nothing about — 
rtffi/w**1 K f l i n r f c h n f 
'•mt'r 
Working in Thomson cafeteria is one way students can make money to help with college costs. (TJ 
photo by Craig Tucker) 
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Newsbriefs 
Film on Holocaust heroes 
"Avenue of the Just" will be shown at the Wesley Foun-
dation Tuesday at 6 pjn. 
The film is a story of ten heroes of the Holocaust. 
Person to person program 
"Person to Person", the program organized by the Coun-
seling Center to help students in coping and understanding 
alcohol and drug problems, will be making another presen-
tation. The showing will be held in Dinkins Auditorium, 
Tuesday at 7 pjn., lasting about an hour. 
The Counseling Center urges you to come and see what 
good things they are trying to do for Wmthrop students. 
Intervarsity fellowship meeting 
inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will have a meeting 
Tuesday at 7:30 pjn.in 230 Dinkins (Iva B. Gibson room). 
"How much of a priority should education be?"-will be 
discussed. The student viewpoint will be by Richard Smith 
and the faculty viewpoint will be by Dr. Sanderfer. 
Campus forum to he held 
A campus forum will be. held Wednesday at 8 pjn. in 
Dinkins Auditorium. 
Topics will include federal cuts, security, ATS, Dinkins 
Student Center, and THE JOHNSONIAN. Each topic will 
have a fifteen minute time Emit, with a question period 
afterwards. 
DSU to show movie 
- Dinkins Student Union will be showing the movie, 
Stuntman, on Thursday at 9:15 in Tillman Auditorium. 
The cost is $1 with WCID and $1 for guests. 
Westminister retreat 
Westminister Fellowship State Retreat will be Friday 
through Sunday at Hilton Head. 
Ben Mathes, from the Medical Benevolence, will be the 
speaker for the weekend. The topic will be "Easter." 
Interested students, contact Weenie Daniel at 328-6269 
or 366-1962. 
f, Scholar to speak 
Father Raymond Brown, a scripture scholar, will speak 
Saturday at 10 ajn. at the Pope John Center. He will lec-
ture on "The Churches That the Apostles Left Behind". 
Eastland Mall trip offered 
Dinkins Student Union is offering a trip to Eastland 
Mall in Charlotte to go ice skating or shopping. The date i& 
set for Saturday. A bus will be leaving Dinkins at 11 a.-n., 
and will return around 6 pjn. Students can sign up at 
Dinkins and get details. 
Jump Rope for Heart 
"Jump Rope for Heart", a service project sponsored by 
the South Carolina Heart Association, will be held Saturday 
1 to 4 p.m. at Dinkins Student Center parking lot at Win-
throp College. 
Campus organizations as well as teams of unaffiliated 
individuals are encouraged to participate. Teams of six 
jumpers will skip rope for three hours in relay fashion. 
When one team member tires, another will take over the 
jumping. 
Money will b» raised through pledges by community 
members, according to the number of minutes jumped. 
The funds will be used in research and prevention of heart 
disease. 
If you would like to participate on a team or pledge 
money, call Dr. Charlie Bowers, instructor ofphysical edu-
cation at Wmthrop, at 2123, or Jimmie Williams, student 
coordinator of the Consumer Science and Allied Profes-
sions Department, at 2101. 
Anthology soon to be released 
The ANTHOLOGY, a paperback collection of poems 
written by Wmthrop students, will be released soon. 
According to P.J. Woodside, the books should arrive the 
first or second week of April. They will be set out in Din-
kins, the library, the cafeteria, and the dorms. If interested 
in reading the works of the student body, be on the look-
out for the ANTHOLOGY," Woodside said. 
Resirooms constructed at farm 
New restruom facilities con-
structed at the college farm be-
came available to students last 
Monday. 
The five-fixture facility is lo-
cated between the softball and 
soccer fields as well as near the 
driving range and the quarter-
mile track, which is currently 
under construction. 
Judd Drennan, assistant to 
the president and designer of the 
facility, said although construc-
tion began before Christmas, 
some painting still had to be 
completed. Cost of the rest-
rooms is estimated at $10,000. 
Even though the doors aw 
lockable, Drennan said the possi-
bility of vandalism was carefully 
considered in the restroom's 
construction. "I designed it so 
that if vandalism occurred until 
it was uncontrollable, we could 
take the remainder of the toilet 
facilities out and use the build-
ing for equipment storage," he 
saiJ. " 
There are two buildings 
beside the facility that are now 
being used for storage. 
Drennan added that a trans-
former is located behind the fa-
cilities so that they will be light-
ed as well as provide future 
lighting for the athletic field. 
As for future additional 
Jacilities, Drennan said "we now 
have another building similar to 
the one just completed that is 
still in the planning stage." 
Drennan added that this futurj 
facility will be a four-fixture 
one and will be located next to 
the baseball field, but he did 
not know when it would be 
constructed. 
Students elected to state C.EC positions 
Kim Kramer, Janet Skelton 
and Jan Williamson were elect-
ed to state positions for the 
South Carolina Council for Ex-
ceptional Children (CEC) March 
2 at the Greenville Hyatt. 
Kramer was elected S.C. 
Governor of CEC. Skelton was 
elected Secretary of State, and 
Williamson was elected presi-
dent. The candidates sent appli-
cations to all the local CEC 
chapter presidents for these posi-
tions. During the CEC conven-
tion each candidate's credentials 
were read, and ballots were 
passed out with students from 
all over South Carolina voting. 
Seven members of Winthrop's 
CEC chapter attended the con-
vention. "This convention is 
offered to us each year for be-
ing local CEC members," said 
Kramer. 
Kramer's duties as governor 
will include informing other 
local governors of state activi-
ties and compiling a news-
letter of state activities. Skel-
ton will keep records on mem-
bership and help prepare the 
newsletter. William's duties as 
president will be to plan annual 
state activities for the CEC. 
Kramer will go to Detroit 
next year to represent the 
S.C. CEC. 
Winthrop's CEC took chil-
dren trick or treating and 
caroling last semester. This se-
mester there is a basketball 
game planned for the children 
and Special Olympics will be 
held April 16. The S.C. CEC 
will hold a field day April 3 at 
Midlands. 
Students complete psy internships 
PSi Chi President Lori Spitz-
miller and Vice President Bev-
erly Fisher did their intern-
ships in Psychology last semes-
ter at. the Catawba Center for 
Growth and Development in 
Rock Hill. 
The students worked at the 
center between five and seven 
hours weekly and were instruct-
ed on the proceedures. used at 
the center. 
Spitzmiller was assigned a 
hyperactive child with which she 
had to administer therapeutic 
sessions. 
Fisher was assigned a more 
difficult case. "My child suffer-
ed a lot of death and he wasn't 
able to cope with it," Fisher 
said. She added, "I had to plan 
therapy sessions, go through 
with them, and then write up 
the reports." Fisher's child was 
released as a result of her ther-
apy sessions. 
Both students received three 
semester hours for their intern-
ship work at the Catawba 
center. 
STUDENT 
COUNSELORS 
We are looking for girls interested 
in being counselors - activity in-
structors in a private pirls camp 
located in Hendersonville, N.C. 
Instructors needed especially in 
Swimming (WSI), Horseback 
riding. Tennis, Backpacking, 
Archery, Canoeing, Gymnastics, 
Crafts, Also Basketball, Dancing, 
Baton, Cheerleading, Drama, Art, 
Office work. Camp craft. Nature 
study. If your school offers a 
Summer Internship program we 
will be glad to help. Inquires -
Morgan Haynes, P.O. Box 400C, 
Tryon, N.C., 28782. 
JIM'S 
527 N. CHERRY 
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT 
APRIL 5th & 6th 
CASH PRIZES 
$1.00 ENTRY FEE 
Double Elimination 
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Newsbriefs 
Debate Society speech tourney 
OUT <lfiv»r»s < a«iy ""Vi* 
Limrtert eJelivfc'v 
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Video-tapes for interviews 
The Office of Placement and Career Planning is offer-
ing two video-tapes for students on job interviewing., 
The "Campus Interview" is 28 minutes long and shows 
interviews with two campus recruiters. The tape focuses 
on what recruiters look for and explains what happens 
during the interview. 
"Effective Interviewing Techniques" is a 24 minute 
tape on how to answer interview questions, particularly 
focusing on content of reply. 
Any student interested in viewing one or both of the 
tapes should contact Mary Rhodes of the Office of Place-
ment and Career Planning to arrange a time. . 
Photograph on report cover 
Joel "Nick" Nichols had one of his photographs chosen 
for the cover of the Rock Hill National Bank Annual Re-
port. The color photo shows the fountain in front of Till-
man with dogwood blossoms in the foreground. 
Student initaited into frat 
The Lambda Gamma Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity at Winthrop College initiated Wayne Martino into 
the Scroller Club on March 5. 
The Scroller Club is the fraternity's pledge program. It 
is designed to give the scroller proper training in fraternity 
brotherhood and the traditions of Kappa Alpha Psi frater-
nity. During the pledge program Wayne will be required to 
leam the history of the fraternity, to strive for academic 
excellence, and conduct some type of service project. 
Political Science officers 
The Political Science Club elected new officers for 
next year. President will be Gina Ware; vice president, 
George Thomas, and secretary-treasurer, Anne Taylor. 
AD Pi celebrates ESP 
Alpha Delta Pi celebrated ESP (extra special pledge) 
week last week. The actives recognized the pledges with a 
special ceremony Monday morning, a banana split party 
Tuesday night and finished the week out with a mixer the 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity on Thursday and attended 
the Carolina Cup on Saturday, March 27. 
The Winthrop Debate Society is sponsoring an on-
campus speech tournament Tuesday, April 6, at 3 pjn. in 
•Johnson Hall. Events will include persuasive and informa-
tive speaking, and prose and poetry reading. 
A similar tournament was held last fall and thirty stu-
dents entered. 
Each of the first place winners will receive a medal, 
and the top four winners in each category will receive a 
framable certificate. 
Entry forms are available in Johnson 208. For more 
information call M.E. Collins at 2121 or Rebecca Rose at 
4256. 
Honors and Awards Dinner 
The Honors and Awards Dinner will be held on Tues-
day, April 13, at 6 pjn. in McBryde. This occasion is held 
annually to recognize and honor those students on the 
President's list and the De fin's List for the past two semes-
ters, as well as those students receiving scholarships and 
awards. Invitations will be issued to students eligible to 
attend. In addition, a limited number of gues't tickets 
will be available for sale in the Cashier's Office, 22 Till-
man, prior to the event. Ticket cost is $4.50. 
Trip planned to Colorado 
The Outing Club is planning a week-long snow skiing 
trip to Vail, Colorado for next January. The cost, which 
includes everything, is $500. Reservations need to be made 
the end of this semester. Contact Dr. Dille for details, 
n4t* h i i . i . i v * * i i u « 
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SCSSL chairperson needed 
Students wishing to apply for South Carolina State 
Student Legislature (SCSSL) delegation chairpersons can 
contact David Bennett in the SGA office at 2173. 
Summer Sales 
Positions 
Senate has power 
to impeach officers 
Senate passed a resolution to 
formally reprimand class officers 
who did not help with student 
elections and a bill giving Senate 
the power to impeach officers 
not fulfilling their duties before 
spring break. 
"The resolution was to 
express the Senate's opinion that 
all class officers did not fulfill 
their one and only duty," 
Charlie LeGrand.SGA vice presi-
dent, said. The main duty for 
class officers is to serve on the 
elections board. 
The resolution stated the 
efforts of three class officers 
were obvious during the elec-
tions. In an earlier interview, 
LeGrand said A1 Josephs. Rose 
Lemmons and Larry Spelts were 
the three officers who helped 
with elections and the runoffs. 
"The reason we didn't name 
names is that we can't say with-
out a good deal of investigation 
who did and who didn't fulfill 
LEWANDOWSKI LOANS 
PAINTING 
their responsibilities or to what 
extent they fulfilled them," 
LeGrand said. 
Bob Eason, president pro 
tern of Senate, said. "It's to 
make sure they (class officers) 
are responsible to somebody. 
Now they are responsible to 
their class and Senate." 
The bill giving Senate the 
power to impeach ineffective 
class officers said, "that upon 
recommendation by the presi-
dent of SGA, or by petition of 
25 students of a class, the 
Senate shall consider the im-
peachment of a class officer by 
a bill which must pass second 
reading by a 2/3 vote." 
It would not be an easy 
matter to impeach an officer, 
Eason said. "We wanted to make 
sure that no one person can 
impeach a class officer." 
LeGrahd said it is not fair 
for otie person to be able to 
fire sn elected officer! 
'".'he way the bill reads an 
officer must have severely neg-
lected his duties to h2ve 2/3 of 
the Senate vote to Impeach 
him.'' LeGrand said: 
Great 
ground beef! 
If you've netfer Iried it. you 
don't know what you're 
missing! 
Chunks of ground beet 
that are cooked right 
on top of your pizza 
for the richest flavor ever! 
Ed Lewandowski, professor 
and chairman of the Department 
of Art, loaned the Rock Hill 
City Hall a painting from the 
series he painted on the Steel 
Mills of America. 
The painting "Night Glo" 
was described by Lewandowski, 
"This scene is one that one 
experiences when one looks at 
the blast furnaces that are in-
volved in the melting of steel." 
Lewandowski said, "The in-
tensely hot and vibrant colors 
are that which one observes 
when the cooling process of 
the monolithic structures begin 
to'"fcobl: with the temperatures 
of tKe night?" • ' 
Tlfe" paiMitig has been mrae ; 
available to the Rock. Hill City 
Hal' by the artist for a.i indefi-
nite period of time: -
And that's no 
bum steer! 
Uiw .i-iorit-. 
-091 I f f * sP. 
."be?':) »Ki 
We offer: liberal commissions and bonuses, an all expense paid training pro-
gram, first-hand experience in advertising sales, layout and design, and 
opportunities to sell at other universities. Earn $3,000 for a summer's work. 
Sign up for an interview at the Office of Placement and Career Planning. 
There is a detailed job description there. 
If you are interested in sales and want a terrific summer job in Rock Hill, 
plus some travel, interview with University Directories Thursday, April 1. 
We need you to sell advertising for the Yellow Pages section of your campus 
telephone directory. 
University Directories 
P.O. Box 2145 
Chapel Hill. NC 27514 
Phone: (919) 968-4801 
Students need McFeat j Make those memories iiww 
edfTDrials i 
Why pick on McFeat Nuisery and Withers Kindergar-
ten? Provost Glenn Thomas said recently these labora-
tories may be closed, along with some honors programs 
and graduate programs, because Winthrop does not have 
the money to keep them open. 
It would be just as reasonable to close the chemistry 
and math laboratories as it would be to close the nursery 
and kindergarten. 
McFeat. Nuisery and Withers Kindergarten offer con-
trolled laboratory experiences for students in education, 
home economics, psychology, music, physical education, 
and reading. Students observe children developing socially, 
physically, and creatively. Students plan activities for the 
children and actually practice teaching children. 
"I taught a music activity to kids at McFeat and 
Withers," Lauri Cann, a special education major, said. 
"They tapped rhythm sticks together to a record." 
Students cannot see, hear, and feel how children react 
by reading a book or watching a film. The interaction is 
not there. It would make as much sense to get a degree in 
art by only reading books about art, seeing pictures and 
watching films of artists at work. Vital interaction with 
the paper and canvas would be missing. 
Going to community nurseries and kindergartens for 
laboratory experiences would be far from adequate, too. 
Wmthrop's nuisery and kindergarten should be the trend-
setters because students should be exposed to the "state of 
the art" in child care. Students are learning for tomorrow. 
They will be the future trendsetters, leaders. 
Sending students off campus to observe would put 
them in real-life situations, but it would limit their chances 
of experimenting with new ideas about children. 
Winthrop has long been known for the fine teachers it 
educates. Closing McFeat Nursery and Withers Kindergar-
ten would be like knocking a cornerstone from Wmthrop's 
oldest foundation. 
But if the nursery and kindergarten must go, why not 
take the chemistry and math labs too? They are used for 
the same purpose. 
"The chemistry lab is used for on-hands experience of 
what you get in the textbook," said Kevin Titus, a chemis-
try major. : 
There js no substitute for making a mistake in the lab 
and kamiM whai, pjobjems are caused' an<i ho* to avoid 
that mistake 'next 'time, lie'said Is .there a substitute for. 
helping children match the correct shape and colors to a 
game and experiencing their reactions?. 'r 
In the math lab there often is lib substitute for that one-
on-one, teacher-student tackling of a tricky calculus prob-
lem that just wouldn't come across from reading the book. 
Is there a substitute for the kids at McFeat Nursery aid 
Withers Kindergarten? We do not think so. 
Three years ago, President Charles Vail tried to close the 
nursery and kindergarten. One reason was lack of money, 
he said. 
Students reacted strongly against his decision by writing 
letters to the Board of Trustees and their Congressman, 
attending hearings, organizing groups in opposition to the 
closing, and even making t-shirts that said "Save McFeat.' 
The result: McFeat Nursery and Withers Kindergarten 
remained open. 
Closings cannot be hidden by packaging them with th* 
honors program and graduate program phaseouts. Students 
need these labs and have expressed the need. The time has 
come again for them to express their feelings. 
Tim Hartis 
By DAVID SILLA 
TJ contributing editor 
Over the spring break, a 
great many students traveled to 
Florida for its sun and excite-
ment, but there are also quite a 
number that stayed at Winthrop 
or went home to their families. 
I was one of those that stayed 
and envied those who were able 
to spend the week at the sea 
shore gorging themselves with 
crabs and frolicking in the surf. 
When I first realized I had 
no choice but to stay at Win-
throp and resigned myself to the 
idea, the prospect of over a 
week alone with all the com-
forts of home and an array of 
culinary delights that would 
A 
g,fuPEMfcV<l 
To PURSUE T«£lR 
gfyPlES MEEt 
AFTER &CHOOL 
BEHIND THE GYM. 
-make a French chefs smile 
began to appear desirable. I 
imagined days at a time in 
which I had just one respon-
sibility - to take care oi' my-
self entirely as. I saw fit while 
relaxing in a nice apartment. 
The first few days were care-
free and fun, and I was sure tiifit 
no one at any beajh could 
possibly be having a aicer holi-
day than me. I slept until I 
chose, I ate the foods I pre-
ferred, and I slowly began to 
feel the effects of isolation from 
work and friends. 
I began to regret my situa-
tion and longed for the sandy 
beaches, bikini clad vixens, stone 
crab claws, packed nightclubs, 
and controlled insanity of Flor-
ida. 
Although I managed to write 
a term paper and save several 
hundred dollar* that assuredly 
would have been squandered 
I'm also left with lament that 
I didn't live it up with my 
friends that week. 
Next year is my final' oppor-
tunity to molest a southern 
Florida city with a thousand 
other crazed thrill seekers, and I 
fully intend to partake of every 
chance I get to make memories. 
My major goal, though, is to 
alert those like myself who 
didn't go this spring that you're 
running out of time to enjoy 
what should be the most happy 
part of your life. 
•Letters to the editor— 
FIRE DRILLS 
Dear editor, 
Putting it bluntly, I don't 
appreciate being directly or 
indirectly called a "fool"! I 
am referring to a cartoon which 
appeared in the February 15th 
edition of THE JOHNSONIAN. 
The cartoon read, "Just when 
you step in the shower, or 
just get undressed to go to 
sleep — some fool decides to 
have a firedrill?" 
Why am I, a student, com-
plaining about this? It could 
have something to'flo with my 
title as Campus Fire* arid'Safety 
Marshall. No, the title doesn't 
mean a hill of^^iisJ^t^the. It 
certainly isn't c ^ riioftey in-
volved, it's an unpaid position. 
The safety and welfare oI the 
students is my main concern. 
I realize that I am probably 
campus enemy No. 1. If saving 
lives means being hated, IH 
accept gratefully the derogatory 
name calling. 
Students are apathetic. They 
amply don't care about going 
out for a fire drill at all times of 
the night. But how do they 
know if it's a drill, a false alarm, 
or the real McCoy? It's unfor-
tunate, but it seems that it will 
take a real fire to make students 
aware of th; necessity to exit 
rapidly and uniformly from a 
building. 
Let me state the purpose of 
fire drills and try to give you 
some insight into the meaning 
of proper actions at the sound-
ing of fire alarms. The purpose 
of a fire drill is to prepare you in 
case of a real fire. Proper exit-
ing could save your life. A few 
preparations could save crucial 
towel and help prevent smoke 
inhalation; a flashlight is essen-
tial in case of a blackout. Of 
course, the main thing is to get 
out. 2- Leave your window 
dosed, door open, and light 
turned on. Your R.A. will 
check behind you and close 
your door. 3- Back away from 
the building — fire trucks need 
room. Also, glass could shatter 
and injure you if you stand too 
close to the building. 4- Do not 
re-enter the building until being 
told to do.so. The; alarm system 
could fail and you 'might re-
enter:*; building where a fire is 
still ra^ng.'i: rr 
^Takirig'precautions, remain-
ing calm, and exiting rapidly 
could save your life. I care. I 
hope you do, too. If you have 
any questions or comments, 
or need to report a fire hazard in 
your residence hall, please con-
tact me or any one of the fire 
marshall assistants. The assis-
tants are: Pat Plexico, Wofford; 
Troy Kelley, Richardson; Glenn 
Hall and Scott Whitley, Thom-
son; LaWanda McClimmon, Lee 
Wicker; Vicki Easteriin, Phelps; 
Sue Wolfe and Joni Jones, 
Bancroft; Gayle Your.g, Mar-
garet Nance; Cynthia Blackwell, 
Lodge. 
Sincerely, 
Cathy "Ducky" Coble 
NO PARKING 
Dear editor, 
I recently received a ticket 
from Security for parking on 
the fine in front of Lee Wicker 
dorm. Of course, I was angry at 
having gotten the ticket, having 
time and unnecessary injury! 1. It only been in the lobby for five 
is suggested that one wears hard minutes. But what really makes 
sole shoes, a raincoat, and takes 
a towel and flashlight with 
them at the sounding of the 
alarm. Hard sole shoes will not 
melt like rubber soles; a raincoat 
is for your own protection; 
you can cover your face with a 
me mad Is that there is no place 
to legally park in front of L.W. 
dorm if you're only going to 
be there a short time. Most of 
the time there are no parking 
spaces (including the so-called 
30 minute parking) and before 
4:00 pjn . you can't park in 
dayparking. The same is true 
of all the dorms; I know this 
sounds like the same old gripe 
about parking on campus. 
However, my complaint is 
that- there is no place to put 
your car for just a few minutes 
without being in danger of a 
parking violation. I oelieve that 
something needs to be done 
to change this situation. In the 
meantime, it would sure be 
nice if Security would be under-
standing about it. 
Name Withheld 
OFFICER MECHANICS 
Dear editor, 
Come on, now. What's the 
point in raising the issue of bad 
relations between the students 
and the Security Department. 
No such issue pre viously exist-
ed. 
Let's be realistic. No security 
force could be affective at their 
real and expected responsibili-
ties if they were out fixing 
tires, starting cars, washing wind-
shields and checking the oil. 
Who are these people who ex-
pect our police force to also be 
our full-time, "no-charge" mech-
anic force? 
It seems to me that one 
could dig up instances of dis-
courtesy by just about any 
organization that deals with 
large numbers of people. So, 
what's the point in crying over a 
flat tire that one had to change 
alone (or had to pay to have 
fixed) because the security offi-
cer didnt stop (once upon a 
time) to help? Why not cry "un-
fair" when a fellow student 
drives past the scene? I, for one, 
would be willing to bet that this 
happens far more often. 
Then again we could ask our 
administrators to change the 
(Continued on page 5) 
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Let's 'Brawl up to the bar' 
By CORNELL POSTON 
TJ contributing editor 
While attending the last 
WBCY sponsored "Belly Up To 
The Bar"-4ield the Thursday 
night before Spring Break at the 
Money-I learned that it takes 
more than patience to get a 
free beer. 
Instead, I learned it takes all 
the fortitude a person can mus-
ter just to get his container with 
in throwing distance of the 
bartenders. 
You see, all during the late 
afternoon party, the dis-
organized method of distributing 
the free beer turned the huge 
crowd into a pushing, shoving 
mob. 
As the afternoon wore into 
the early evening, the shoving 
mob became a desperate herd, 
seemingly scraping and clawing 
to get up closer for a chance at a 
cupful of suds and foam. 
Later, I learned that some 
people bf.came disgusted over 
the barbarious behavior. For 
example, one friend was so up-
set for receiving jabbing elbows 
and cramming hands while tejM 
ing in get s btcr tlial she re-
turned to the Winthrop campus 
shortly after arriving. 
So, I dont think it is fair for 
ladies and gentlemen who pa-
tiently wait for their turn at 
the beer to bear the actions of 
others. 
Therefore, I believe that 
those in charge of the "Belly 
Up" promotions can create an 
orderly, fair method of distri- _ 
buting the beer. 
Otherwise they should re-
name future afternoon fests as 
the WBCY "Brawl Up To The 
Bar." 
Judging from the actions and 
comments of several who attend, 
ed the iast one, I think that 
would te a very appropriate 
title. 
nftsaasTO!.. 
— Letters to the editor— 
(Continued from page 4) 
title of the department to Win-
throp Security and Garage. 
Drew Martin 
SECURITY HELPS 
Dear editor, 
It seems that lately Security 
has been criticized for not 
doing their job. Well, I am 
writing this letter to let stu-
dents know that Security is 
doing their best to protect us 
and our personal property. 
Saturday, March 6, 1982, at 
exactly 10:03 pjn., I received a 
telephone call from the Security 
office telling me that all four of 
my hubcaps had been stolen. 
Sgt. Margaret Gordon, who has 
been with Winthrop College Se-
curity for eleven years, noticed 
the hubcaps missing at 10:00 
pan. When interviewed Sgt. Gor-
don said, "We patrol all parking 
areas equally with no certain 
patterns to follow; therefore, a 
thief can never be sure when 
Security will be back to a par-
ticular area." 
I would like to thank Se-
curity, especially Sgt. Margaret 
Gordon, for her efficiency in 
reporting the theft, and their 
concern for my property. 
Sincerely, 
Sharon Steele 
CLASSES BATTLE 
Dear editor, 
There has been much talk 
lately on our campus of all 
Winthrop's traditions that have 
been lost in the last decade. 
Rat Week, Classes Night, and 
the standard ring are a few tra-
ditions that have faded from 
sight- mostly because of student 
apathy. Students complain 
about how much Winthrop is 
changing, but all I hear are 
words. I don't see anyone really 
trying to stop these changes. 
We are offering the stu-
dents of Winthrop the chance 
to start a new tradition. This 
spring on May 1, the Alumni 
Association is sponsoring the 
First Annual Battle of the 
Classes. This battle will give- the 
four classes a chance to take 
out their frustrations on each 
other and to prove which class 
is the best (athletically, that 
is!). Some events will be skilled 
events and some will be based on 
sheer lucfcicEach class- has- an 
equal chance to vtiru iirf . bluoa 
This, battle; i^rJfelngl planned 
by students. These stu^ertjaihav'i 
put a lot of time-ands energy 
into the planning of this battle, 
out they need more student 
support. Planners and partici-
pants are desperately needed to 
help start this new tradition. I 
hope we don't let another tra-
dition die before it even begins. 
T hope the students of Win-
throp will see this as an oppor-
tunity to begin something rea'ly 
special. Students, contact your, 
class officers. Let them know 
you are behind them in this 
effort. 
-tnoa , v : . ! . 
. , i <Sincerely„ .. • 
. . . . Sharon Cook , 
•iJsiiJNia'Gfr? Y-P^ piecj, sijr-
>b s.'ii) 9fiJ The mr 
HEY. GUYS—£V£# COONO&T\K 
WHY YOU& &ea£>ES zo ocwA 
//v rve s/Kf/vtz? 
wants to know . . . 
Wtntiirup make students 
talk to their advisors? 
By TAMMIE UTSEY 
TJ photographer 
"No, because I think the major-l 
iity of studen's know what they! 
need to take from the coursej 
catalog." 
Andrea Lawson 
freshman 
"No, because you should be res-
ponsible enough to know what 
you need to take." 
Beth Bohnslav 
freshman 
"Yes, especially the freshmen,! 
because" I'fton't thtnj the ad-I 
wrong." j 
' v i Wafer Johason 
Mot Tils, graduate student 
'Yes, because that way students 
won't get caught with the 
v/rong amount of credits their 
senior year." 
Mayme Russell 
senior 
"I think it is a pretty good idea,! 
because some students don't 1 
know what they need to be| 
taking and others take stuff that! 
they should not be taking and! 
they are unable to graduate on j 
time." 
Steve Hays 
freshman 
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Students need approval to use labs after hours 
By TERRISWAILS 
TJ news reporter 
Winthrop students are not 
allowed in labs and workshops 
of academic buildings, such as 
Sims, Thurmond, and Rutledge 
after normal hours, without 
approval, because of safety rea-
sons. 
Students may enter academic 
building; after closing hours and 
on holidays if they present 
authentic approval in writing 
from the dean or academic 
officer assigned to the build-
ing, according to the policy 
on "after hour entry into aca-
demic buildings," which was es-
tablished in 1977. 
"There are times when stu-
dents need access to the build-
ings, but we need to maintain 
an element of safety for their 
well being while they are 
there," said Dallas Fox, vice 
president for finance and busi-
ness. 
Some of the instances that 
students may need to enter 
buildings after regular hours are 
to do make up work in chem-
istry and other labs and doing 
work in Rutledge. 
"A student who enten an 
academic building with appro-
val must not use this advantage 
to admit other students. Se-
curity officers are authorized to 
evacuate any building wherein 
there has been an abuse of the 
privilege extended to a stu-
dent," the policy, which was 
established to prevent accidents 
in the labs and workshops in 
buildings such as Sims, Rutledge 
and Thurmond, stated. 
When students are in build-
ings after hours they are re-
quired to call and inform the 
security at the time of their 
departure. If security has not 
heard from the student at the 
appropriate time of departure, 
a security officer will go to the 
building and check on the stu-
dent, Fox said. 
"We have had very few inci-
dents when students were found 
in a section without auth oriza-
tion. One example, was when 
students were found in a section 
of a building, were arrested and 
charged with breaking and enter-
ing around September or Octo-
ber of 1981," Fox said. 
When students go into libs 
and workshops they should have 
someone else with them during 
the entire length of their stay: 
Students should practice the 
"buddy system," Fox stressed. 
Fox said students do not use 
labs an excessive amount. "I 
think the most frequently used 
is the animal quartets behind 
Thurmond," he said. 
"The whole purpose of what 
we are attempting to do is pro-
vide for the safety and well-
being of students, facility, and 
staff. While it may be a fittle 
inconvenient we are asking that 
everyone cooperate," Fox said. 
Lt. Pat Kirkpatrick said Win-
throp College has. not had any 
accidents this year. "It seems 
we have heard that a student 
was injured in the past, but it 
wasn't reported to us," she 
said. 
'Three students help lock our 
buildings. They are doing a super 
job and are most conscientious 
about their jobs," Kirkpatrick 
stressed. 
The students work with the 
security office and because they 
walk around campus on their 
jobs, they detect more that 
goes on, according to Kirk-
patrick. 
"In Thurmond we have the 
animal room that needs special 
attention, and we pay close 
attention to Rutledge because of 
the arts," Kirkpatrick said. 
Pamela Poston, an art major, 
agrees with the policy. "It is a 
fair policy. Although it is some-
times a hassle to get in, I under-
stand what the consequences of 
a more lenient policy would 
be." 
Student fee protest cripples campus 
PALO ALTO, CA. (CPS)-
A record number of Stanford 
students, in what some call a 
protest and others call a mea-
sure of economic distress, have 
asked for refunds of their stu-
dent fees, crippling most stu-
dent groups on the campus. 
The 20 groups that exist on 
student fee revenues at Stanford, 
which is one of the few schools 
in the country to refund fees to 
students who don't want to sup-
port specific groups, lost a total 
of some $90,000. 
The California General 
Assembly recently killed a bill 
that would have allowed stu-
dents at state schools (Stanford 
is private) to withhold fees 
that might support campus abor-
tion counseling. 
At Stanford, all 20 groups 
from the Speakers Bureau to 
RADIATION E7FECTS TO BE 
DISCUSSED 
The effects of relation on 
humans, storage of radioactive 
wastes and monitoring radiation 
emissions will be discussed at a 
seminar sponsored by the Win-
throp College Department of 
Biology on Wednesday at 4 
p j n . 
The seminar, titled "Effects 
on the Environment of the 
Operation of a Large Nuclear 
Facility," will be conducted by 
Dr. E.B. Sheldon, coordinator 
for environmental protection 
and energy conservation at Du 
Pont's Sewanee Rivur plant in 
Aiken, S.C. 
the campus newspaper to the 
marching band lost up to 45 
percent of their budgets be-
cause of the refunds. 
The refunds were a protest 
against the way some of the 
groups have been run, asserts 
Michael Perez, Graduate Stu-
dent Association advisor. 
"There is a new economic 
consciousness cm campus, and 
priorities are changing," he says. 
He notes student anger over the 
student government's staging of 
"extravagant concerts that lost 
money." 
Students, adds marclii ng band 
manager John Howard, felt they 
had "lost control" of the groups 
and the fee allocation process. 
Student government financial 
manager Cynthia Mathewson 
attributes the rush for refunds to 
the amount of the fees charged 
to students. While fees in the 
past varied from $7'-$15, this 
quarter they were set at $20. 
They rose at the same time 
as tuition. "People have been 
griping about this for years," 
Howard says, "and with the 
tuition hike (up 14 percent to 
$12,000 this year), the time was 
right." 
The student legal services 
group emerged from the refund 
rush in the best shape, losing 
only 16.1 percent of its funding. 
Howard credits the group's 
success to its publicity cam-
paign, which said it couldn't 
provide legal help to students 
who asked the group to refund 
their fees. 
Student Senate Chairman 
Dave Phelps told fiie Stanford 
Daily that, to avoid future fiscal 
disasters, the student govern-
ment will seek either to change 
the way groups qualify for fund? 
ing or to make the fees non-
refundable. 
James Par risk's 
Flowerland 
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON 
HALL 
Remember that special some-
one with flowers 
221 Cherry Rd. Phone: 328-6205 
BEGINNER' OR ADVAM.H5 Cost .»'about t ie same.as H 
semester in a U S cpHtKJf 52 389 Pr.ce includes ,et round 
Hip to Seville liom 'or* room, board, and tuition 
complete Government -grams'and loans available for eligible 
students , 
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes tour hours a day, 
lour days a week tour months Earn 16 hrs of credit leqm 
valen; to 4 semesters taught in U S colleges over a two 
year time spam Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by 
opportunities not available in a U S. classroom Standard 
«-d tests show our students' language skills superior to 
students completing two year programs in U.S. 
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements. 
FALL SEMESTER SEPT. 10-Dec 22 SPRING SEMESTER 
Feb. 1 June I each year. 
FULLY ACCREDITEDA program of Trimly Christian College. 
SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506 
(A Program of Trinity Christian College) 
CALL TOLL FREE for full information 1-800-253-9008 
(in Mich., or if loll free line inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 coHect) 
Domino's 
Pizza 
Delivers 
At Domino's Pizza we 
promise a hot, nutritious 
meal delivered in 30 
minutes or less. Your 
pizza is made with 100% 
real dairy cheese, our 
own special sauce, and 
your choice of items. 
Then we deliver it fast-ai 
no extra charge. Give us 
a call...we deliver! 
Fast, Free Delivery 
Store address 
760 Cherry Road 
Phone: 324-7666 
Hours: 
4:30-1:00 Surt-Thurs. 
4:30 - 2:00 Frt & Sat. 
Our Superb 
Cheese Pizza 
12"" cheese $4.25 
16" cheese $6.15 
Additional Items 
Ham. OniOhs, Anchovies, 
Green Peppers, Olives, 
Sausage. Ground Beef, 
Hot Peppers, Double 
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust 
12" pizza $ .85 per item 
16" pizza $1.25 per item 
We use only 100'% real 
dairy cheese. 
Our drivers carry WM-
less than $20.00. 
Limited delivery area 
<51981 Domino's Puia. Inc. 
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University loses a round of it» battle to escape taxes 
- — , n n n i i 1 m i f U n I I T - C - n „ n A A M i f u l l i r r o n i b l AH r > ! t m n i K I I I C 3 r l V J< GREENVILLE, SC (CPS)-
Fundamentalist Bob Jones Uni-
versity, which in early January 
got a presidential exemption 
from federal taxes, has lost a 
court battle to allow its faculty 
members to avoid paying taxes 
on the free housing and meals 
they receive from the univer-
sity. 
About 62 percent of BJU^ 
faculty and staffers live in free 
campus housing, and 76 per-
cent regularly eat free meals in 
campus cafeterias. BJU says it 
gives those benefits to its em-
ployees to keep them close to 
the students, thereby providing 
"role models" for "Christian 
family living." ' 
Consequently, BJU argued 
the housing and food were legi-
timate business expenses. 
But the U.S. Court of Claims 
said no, ruling the meals and 
housing are the same thing as 
salary. The court found students 
and employees rarely mixed dur-
ing meals, and students were 
rarely invited to BJU employ-
Douglas Studio 
Tatler Photographer 
1953-1979 
Color, Gold Tone 
Black 8i White 
Placement Photos 
10% discount-WC ID 
Call for appointment 
Phone 327-2123 
314 Oakland Ave. 
Happy 
Hour 
. Domino's Pizza invijes 
you to Happy Hour. 
Order your pizza, 
between 4:30 pm 
and 7:00 pm any * 
night of the week „ 
, and receive S2.00 off. 
Hot nutritious and 
delivered free. 
Have pizza at your 
dinner hour and make 
it happy. Tonight. 
& 
Off any 16" 2 or 
more item pizza 
Between 4:30 and 7:00pm 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires - April 15 
Fast, Free Delivery 
760 Cherry Rd. 
324-7666 
ees' houses. Therefore, it reason-
ed, the employees must pay the 
same taxes on the benefits as 
they pay on their salaries. 
BJU spokesman Bob Harrison 
says the university has not yet 
decided if it will appeal the 
court ruling. 
BJU, of course, successfully 
appealed a January, 1981 court 
ruing that disqualified the 
school from tax exemptions be-
cause it discriminates on the 
basis of race. 
BJU admits both black and 
white students, but forbids inter-
racial dating on campus. 
University officials argue the 
prohibition on interracial dating 
comes from its interpretation of 
Christian scripture, and there-
fore doesn't violate anti-
discrimination laws. 
n ea ly anuary, 1982, Presi-
dent Reagan had the U.S. De-
partment of Justice drop its 
opposition to BJU and Golds-
boro Christian Schools' appeal 
of the court denial of their tax 
exemptions. 
THE JOHNSONIAN has a position open in 
sports and advertising. Anyone interested in either 
of these positions should contact Gayle Young at 
3808 or call THE JOHNSONIAN office on 
Tuesday or Thursday evenings at 2284. 
Tired Of Doing Your Laundry? 
LET US DO IT FOR YOU! 
Norgetown 
Laundry & Dry Cleaners 
We wash, dry, fluff & fold your laundry. Pick i t 
up the same day you bring it in! 
2036 Cherry Rd. Sh»*» Brot. Shopping Center 366-3403 
If you're a senior and. have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know 
what's stopping you from getting the American Express' Card ? 
You guessed it. 
Nothing. 
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe 
in you now. And we're proving it. 
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is 
even good for 12 months after you graduate. 
But why do you need the American Express Card now? 
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you 
know that's important. 
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things 
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed 
worldwide, so are you. 
So call for a Special Student Application 
or look for one at your college bookstore or on 
campus bulletin boards. 
The American Express Card. Don't leave 
school without it." 
Call today far an application: 
800-528*8000. 
C Am<f*en EipmiCimptnt. 19^ 
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Job prospects are fading 
for this term's grads 
(CPS)—Forecasts of the job 
prospects for this term's grad-
uates are turning out to have 
been "excessively- pessimistic," 
placement officers around the 
country report. A significant 
number of companies that pro-
mised to hire this spring have 
cancelled their plans, leaving 
extraordinarily long student 
lines at many placement cen-
ters. 
The placement officers add 
the only reason the number of 
on-campus interviews is keeping 
close to earlier predictions is a 
boom in college hiring by 
defense-related industries. 
"Competition (among stu-
dents) is up and recruitment 
(by companies) is down," says 
Ava Sellers, placement director 
at Vanderbilt. 
"Lines are forming two hours 
before sign-ups begin," adds 
William Mitchell, who directs 
placement services at Cal State-
Sacramento. "The recruiters are 
having a ball." 
A record 50 percent of 
Yale's 1982 grads signed up for 
campus interviews this spring. 
"I think there was excessive 
optimism from industry this 
time," summarizes Victor Lind-
quist, who helps administer the 
influential Endicott Report on 
American business' campus 
hiring plans and who is place-
ment director at Northwestern. 
"Changes occurred from 
November (when the Endicott 
numbers were gathered) to the 
first quarter of this year that 
were not anticipated," Lind-
quist explains. 
He blames the changes in 
hiring plans on rocky economic 
times in the retailing, metals 
and oil industries. 
"The basic metals industries 
are usually heavy recruiters, and 
they are barely holding their 
own this year," Lindquist ob-
serves. "The oil industry, which 
has had enormous growth the 
last few years, has had to pull 
back this year in response to 
falling gas prices. They are tra-
ditionally heavy recruiters, and 
it has caught many by surprise." 
Virginia Benfield, manager of ' 
college recruiting for Texaco, 
Inc., confirms that last year, no 
one in the industry expected the 
economy to be this bad." 
She anticipates "our hiring 
will fall short of our projec-
tions." 
But she says Texaco, for 
one, is "just leveling off dt a 
more predictable rate of hiring." 
The continuing problems of 
the auto industry have also de-
pressed campus recruiting, es-
pecially in the midwest. 
"Some of our regulars are 
tied to the automotive indus-
try, and that has been a prob-
lem," says Pat Markle of Wes-
tern Kentucky University. 
"Some of our regulars just 
aren't hiring, and some of the 
recruiters who set up dates to 
interview have had to call and 
cancel." 
"I f«ii them to come back 
when they can see daylight 
again,"she adds. 
Such reports contradict most 
of the student job market pre-
dictions made just last fall. 
The Endicott Report pre-
dicted accelerated campus re-
cruiting in many industries, with 
average starting salaries rising 
nine percent. The College Place-
ment Council's survey of 551 
recruiters also uncovered wide-
spread corporate expectations of 
increased college hiring. The 
annual Michigan State survey of 
428 businesses, however, cau-
tioned that "pockets of pros-
perity" would balance out hir-
ing declines in some industries. 
It's turning out differently. 
Hiring of even highly-prized en-
gineering majors is merely "hold-
ing steady," according to Johns 
Hopkins placement head Sharon 
Baughan. Baughan does caution 
that 'It's too early to make 
statistical comparisons" to last 
year. 
"A recent increase in the 
numbers of chemical engineer-
ing students has brought in new 
interest, from steel and related 
industries,"she adds. 
Generally, the placement offi-
cers credit defense-related indus-
tries' recruiting with keeping 
student interview traffic close to 
last year's levels. 
•'Twenty to 25 percent of the 
overall defense spending in-
creases will directly benefit 
California," chortles Cal State-
Sacramento's Mitchell, "and it 
shows." 
"Recruitment is; up three-to-
five percent in technical areas, 
and I would guess it's up over 
50 percent in defense-related in-
dustries," he says. "Instead of 
sending one recruiter, the 
defense-related companies are 
sending in three or four. They're 
going into the classrooms and 
dorms to seek students out." 
At Johns Hopkins, the 
defense-related firms are also 
"doing a brisk business," 
Baughan says. But at Vander-
bilt, Sellers reports "they seem 
to be keeping it close to the 
chest." 
But across the country, Lind-
quist says "prime defense con-
tractors are showing outstanding 
strength, and so are those who 
supply them." 
The military itself has 
stepped up recruiting, especially 
of liberal arts majors. But Mit-
chell says that student desires 
"for something a little more 
glamorous than the armed 
forces" has inspired a renewed 
interest in other government 
agencies. "Applications to the 
CIA are way, way up." 
CIA recruitment chief Charles 
Jackson confirms "we are very 
actively recruiting." 
When it comes to liberal arts 
majors, "we're trying to wider, 
our net a little." But "someone 
with a general background needs 
the best g.p.a., must be a top-of-
the-line student." 
Jackson attributes the rise in 
applications less to a fallout 
from military recruiting and 
more to an improved CIA 
image. "Our bad press is behind 
us now." 
Student job competition 
seems to be stiffer in all fields. 
Because of rising unemploy-
ment among older workers, 
Lindquist thinks "it's valid to 
say students will be competing 
with a greater number of older, 
experienced job seekers this 
year." 
But "the advantage goes to 
the kids, whose education in 
new technologies makes them 
more current in the market-
place." 
M.I.T. . Placement Director 
Weatherall agrees, saying mo-
bility is the major competitive 
edge students have. 
"Often a person with a 
mortgage and a family can't 
afford to move. But all that 
a student generally • needs is a 
damage deposit and a U-Haul 
trailer." 
But Lindquist warns stiffer 
competition requires students to 
adopt "a whole new perspec-
tive on the recruitment process. 
The days are gone when they 
can throw as much bullshit on 
the wall as they can, and wait 
to see what sticks." 
Flutist to perform 
Flutist Joan Canupp Williams 
of Fort Mill, a graduate student 
and part-time instructor at Wiri-
throp College, will present a re-
cital Sunday at 4 pjn. in the 
Lowry to present lecture 
Dr. David Lowry will present 
"Music for Church Weddings" 
today at Byrnes Auditorium at 
Winthrop College in Rock Hill at 
8 pjrr. The-public is invited at 
no charge to the music lec-
ture. 
Lowry will ifiscuss what it 
means to have a church wedding 
as well as practical considera-
tions such as the roles of the 
bride, groom and parents. Vocal 
and organ music appropriate for 
church weddings will accompany 
the lectures. 
A booklet written by Lowry 
describing the use of music in 
S*AJtrAN*U*G * « * t*CA£S"* 
M t * StSSO* M B 
S iTAW W«,l SET ilt AM 
AwommfflMT f o « TOU 
» I TOU" COWVWKNCe 
ctt e m u COLLEGE CTSCH'S i v w u 
»_ - - - TOU BS NOME t o e I ME SUMWfn 
K ! E a t s m > »s«su»s SHOULD COMIACI 
MM 2 ' 
Everything 
you alwqys wanted 
in a beer. 
Lake City Presbyterian Church 
in Lake City. The program will 
include works by Gretry, Dutil-
leux, Griffes, Messiaen and 
Doppler. 
church weddings will be avail-
able at the lectures, which are 
designed to help church musi-
cians, clergy, church commit-
tees, and potential brides, 
grooms and their families. 
Lowry is associate professor 
of music and college organist at 
Winthrop College. He also is 
music director of the Episcopal 
Church of Our Saviour in Rock 
Hill. He holds degrees from 
Baldwin-Wallace College, Union 
Theological Seminary and North 
.Texas State University. 
For more information, call 
the Winthrop College School of 
Music at 2255. 
BEATY 
Wholesale, Inc. 
iree 
Delivery 
by 
Sun.-Th. * * * * * 
™ THE OLIVE TREE 
5:30-8 
HOT FROM THE OVEN-
324-5216 RIGHT TO YOUR DORM 
1 6" pizza with 2 toppings for $1.75 
2 6" pizzas with 2 toppings for S3.00 
Buy 2 and save $.50 
.25 DRAFT FFU. 8-12 
WC1D SAT. 4-10 
FREE MEAL 
Get a small pizza with one topping FREE 
when you bay a medium or large pizza with 
one or more topping. "Rease bring the 
coupon". (Expires Apr. 12) 
"""LOOK OUT""" 
FOR NEXT WEEK'S SPECIAL 
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winthrop receives three scholarships 
A . . . 1 - 2 _ . W . r\f k f t 
Winthrop College has received 
an endowed scholarship from 
Carl Sawyer of Orinda, CaBfin 
the name of his wife, Bessie 
Ruth Sawyer, a 1931 graduate 
of Winthrop. 
The scholarship will be given 
with preference to a student 
who is a descendant of an active 
or deceased member of the 
South Carolina Society Colonial 
Dames XVII Century. The so-
ciety, with 15 chapters in South 
Carolina and membership of 
650, is an historical organiza-
tion that awards membership to 
those who tract direct lineage to 
South Carolinians who served 
the group prior to 1701. 
Winthrop has had a longtime 
association with the Colonial 
Dames Society. Another scholar-
ship in the name of Lillian 
Murphy Cain honors the mem-
ory of the Colonial Dames 
founder, an 1897 graduate of 
Winthrop. 
Mrs. Sawyer was principal of 
an American school in Guam 
for two years and taught kinder-
garten for 25 years in Orinda, 
Calif. She (fid graduate work at 
the University of California, 
Florida State College, San Fran-
cisco State College and Mils 
College. 
Applications for the Bessie 
Ruth Berry Sawyer Scholar-
ship may be made to the Finan-
cial Aid Office. 
Guy F. and Margaret Fant 
Lipscomb of Columbia have en-
dowed a scholarship in mem-
ory of Mrs. Lipscomb's mother, 
Georgia Marshall Fant, who at-
tended Winthrop College from 
1906 to 1910. 
Hie Georgia Marshall Fant 
Scholarship will be awarded for 
academic merit. Need will be a 
criterion only as a means of de-
ciding between two meritorious 
students. 
Mrs. Fant and her husband, 
George, were residents of Ander-
son. Mrs. Fant was instrumental 
in establishing a Girl Scouts 
Council in Anderson and was 
active in the Winthrop Alumni 
Association Chapter there. Mr. 
Fant managed Fant's Book 
Store. 
Mr. Lipscomb, currently re-
tired, is former owner and ex-
president of Continental Chem-
icals and Continental Tapes in 
Columbia, which is now Anchor 
Continental Tapes. 
Applications for the Georgia 
Marshall Fant Scholarship may 
be made through the Financial 
Aid Office. 
An endowed scholarship was 
also received from Fred K. Werts 
of Inman In the name of his late 
wife, Ruby Hipp Werts, who 
graduated from Winthrop in 
1932. Mrs. Werts, who aitended 
Winthrop on a scholarship her-
self, was a South Carolina 
teacher for 39 yean.. 
According to Mr. Werts' 
wishes, the scholarship will be 
awarded annually for academic 
excellence, with preference given 
to students majoring in elemen-
tary education. Financial need 
will not be a criterion, except 
in deciding between two merit-
orious students. 
Both the Wertses held mas-
ter's degrees and served schools 
In Aiken and York counties for 
a combined total of 81 years. 
They were both teachers, and 
Mr. Werts was also an elemen-
tary school principal. Mrs. Werts 
turned down principalships three 
times, because she preferred to 
work inHhe same school as her 
husband. 
Applications for the scholar-
ship may be made through the 
Financial Aid Office. r~ 
Freshman are greedier, more conservative 
LOS ANGELES, CA. (CPS)-
New college students are getting 
even more materialistic in their 
life goals and conservative in 
their politics, according to the 
annual UCLA-American Council 
on Education survey of fresh-
men. 
The study, which in covering 
more than 200,000 students is 
one of the largest of its kind, is 
just the latest in a series of 
contradictory surveys of student 
political attitudes. 
Even the UCLA survey found 
that fewer college freshmen than 
last year ranked "being well-off 
financially" as a very important 
goal. But 67 percent of the 
204,000 freshmen who respond-
ed said they enrolled at college 
"to make more money," com-
pared to 63.4 percent of last 
year's freshmen. 
For the first time since the 
surreys began in 1967, more 
freshmen (19.6 percent) call 
themselves "conservative" than 
call themselves 'liberal" (10.2 
percent). 
But as in previous years, the 
overwhelming majority (59.6 
percent) calls itself "middle of 
the road." 
A spring, 1981 Rutgers study 
of 205 campuses concluded that 
"students are as politically ac-
tive today as ever." 
And an October, 1981 survey 
of college editors by Collegiate 
Hedlines, a trade letter for the 
student press, found that at 
least the perception among the 
journalists who cover campuses 
is that student apathy has lessen-
ed. 
But other recent sta'dents at 
Stanford and the universities cf 
Massachusetts and Florida tend 
to support the UCLA study's 
portrait of ever-more materialis-
tic, conservative freshmen. 
Salaries 
jump 
TJiH»n Auld, Public Affairs news director, reads on her lunch 
break. She is from Charleston, W.Va. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis) 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-
Full-time faculty members are 
making 10.1 percent more a 
year than in 1980-81, according 
to the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP). 
The AAUP survey, published 
, in t he current issue of its maga-
' wne, ACADEME, showed that 
full-time teachers, at private 
colleges got bigger raises (11.5 
percent) than public college 
teachers (9.3 percent). 
The finding; are consistent 
with the AAUP^ 1981 survey, 
which concluded full-timers got 
— average salary increases of ten 
- v ^ - i S percent from 1979-1980 to 
1980-81. 
This year, full-time professors 
averaged 9.8 percent boost-; 
while assistant professors got 
11.7 percent hikes. 
Only full-time faculty mem-
ljers were included i# (^_suwey,„ 
Looking for a part-time Job? 
Openings for package handlers 
at Rock Hill, S.C. 
United Parcel Service 
Starting pay$8.42per hour 
Top pay$11,23per hour 
Mon.-Fri. 
15 hours per week 
Excellent benefits 
Sign up outside Office of Placement and 
Career Planning 
119 Thurmond Building 
Equal Opportunity—M/F 
Whan the sun goes down. 
Domino's Pizza gels busy 
preparing the most 
convenient fast food you 
can get. Just pick up your 
phono, dial the number, 
and a Domino's pizza is 
only 30 minutes away. 
That's all it takes, and we 
never charge 'or delivery. 
Give ua a call Domino's 
Pizza will make your Late 
Night... Special 
Our drivers carry less 
than $10.00 
Two dollars 
off! 
$2.00 off a large 16" 
Deluxe or Vegi pizza 
ordered after 10:00pm 
only! 
One coupon per pizza. 
Expires - April 15 
Fast, Free Delivery 
760 C harry Hd. 
324-7666 
am 
CASH ANYTIME FOR YOUR BOOKS 
BETWEEN 10-12 & 1-5 p.m. 
^ Beaiy Shopping Center xjjr 
Phone 32 -^3122 ((^ 
Rip Roaring Rapids, Csrowinds' new $2.75 million whitewater rapids ride, was ready to be tackled 
M>ffl ,(TJ.BM9.by Tipmte UtagyX -
U.S. students in med school turn bitter 
Pisa, Italy (CPS)—From a 
sidewalk cafe, Mike watched 
American tourists taking pic-
tures of each other "holding 
up" the Leaning Tower. He 
sipped his Chianti and sat back, 
closing his eyes to get the full 
effect of the strong sun. 
"I really hate it here," he 
says. 
like many Americans study-
ing in Italy, Mike would have 
gladly boarded the plane with 
those tourists if he could accom-
plish at home his life's goal: to 
become a doctor. 
After being rejected by U.S. 
med schools, Mike is in his fifth 
year at the University of Pisa. 
To him and other American 
med and veterinary students, 
Italy is an indeterminate prison 
sentence. 
"I came here out of a choice I 
felt was forced upon me. Why 
can't you just work hard and 
become a doctor?" he asks 
bitterly. "I studied hard, got 
good grades. How many honors 
do you have to achieve?" 
Honors or not, each year 
30,000 applicants are turned 
away fronrthe 20,000 openings 
at American med schools. The 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL EDU-
CATION concedes that "about 
half of those rejected (are) 
qualified." 
Veterinary medicine admis-
sions is even tougher. Only 12 
percent of the applicants get in. 
Students who finally resort to 
foreign veterinary or medical 
schools do so only after expen-
sive, exhaustive assaults on U.S. 
admissions and interviews before 
turning to Italy. _ 
"When I was rejected i 
thought, 'If I could put a bomb 
in every American medical 
school and blow it up, I'd do 
it,' " he says. "I actually feel 
like I've been cheated." 
In Pisa, many of the Ameri-
can med and vet students gravi-
tate toward each other for sup-
port, eating, studying and com-
miserating among themselves. 
But this close association typi-
cally reinforces their negative 
feelings about being here. 
"The Americans who don't 
like it here feed each other 
their complaints. It's a vicious 
cycle," observes Cindy, a fourih-
year vet student. 
Along with her roommate 
Rosina, Cindy often plays infor-
mal hostess to her medical com-
patriots who wander through her 
old stone house. 
"There's a whole different 
attitude between Americans and 
Italians," Rosina points out. 
"The Americans excel in the 
scientific field because it re-
quires a specific mentality, a ted-
ious precision. Here, they don't 
have funds to build labs to ex-
ercise that. Instead, the Italians 
excel in the humanities and sub-
jects like philosophy." 
The Americans find it hard to 
apply the theoretical approach 
to scientific subjects. In contrast 
to theif upbringing, here text-
bocks are their main sources 
of learning. Classes are entirely 
.optional, and lab sessions are 
rare. Students' progress is mea-
sured by oral exams, taken be-
fore an intimidating panel of 
professors. 
"At American universities 
you study certain topics and the 
exams demand instant recall.. If 
you know 90 pecrcent of the 
material,, you will, do well." 
explains Glen, a vet student 
from Los Angeles. 
"Here you can know- 90 
percent, but it .may not be the 
oart -yve^pwrfessor will' ask. J 
' tfon't think I've ever worked in 
any single course at home as 
much as I've worked for each 
course here." 
"The American system is 
better for the discipline," adds 
Chris, also a vet student from 
Los Angeles. "You need that 
kind of push to help you 
through."' 
At the University of Pisa, 
there are no deadlines im-
posed. Students decide for them-
selves when they are ready to 
appear before the faculty panel. 
Even students who study re 
lentlessly take at least six yea« 
to get through med school and 
five for vet. while their Ameri-
can peers get their degrees in 
just three or four years. 
And after they finally get 
their diplomas, the Americans 
in Italy have no guarantee they'll 
find an office wall in the UJ5. on 
which to hang them. They con-
stantly exchange rumors that 
American licensing boards are 
about to adopt stiffer restric-
tions against foreign trained doc-
tors and vets. 
The American Medical As-
sociation and the American 
Veterinary Medical Association 
are lending their support to ex-
clusionary rules, in part to pre-
vent a glut of professionals from 
abroad from flooding the job 
market. -
"The rules that dictate how 
you can go back and practice are 
changing all the time, Mike com-
plains. "I don't need any more 
problems now. Ill worry about 
it when I'm ready to go back." 
Henry, a sixth-year student, 
worries now. He was forced 
from a French med school when 
France excluded all foreigners, 
transferred to Pisa, where he lost 
credits he earned in, France and 
was pushed back a year's worth 
of study. Though he has a B.S. 
in biology and graduate bio-
chemistry work at Brandeis, he" 
had to fight .-Pisa to avoid re-
taking Basic Biology. 
Now he faces the ultimate 
nightmare of not being able to 
practice. 
"Why are they trying to take 
away this only road for us?" he 
asks. "I haven't met one person 
who said he's here because it's 
easy. No one wants to be f |g 
quack." 
CINEMA 
Now Playing: 
"Private Lessons" R 
PIX 
Now through Thursday 
Richard Pryor in 
'.'Live on Sunset Str ip" 
Starts Friday . . . 
Chuck Norris in 
"Silent Rage" R 
• Students $2 wi th WCID . 
-•r-
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Fill up with a hot, delicious 
meal-
Domino's Pizza Delivers! 
Fast, Free Delivery 
760 Cherry Rd. 
324-7666 
Our drivers carry less 
than $10.00. 
Limited delivery area 
©1981 Domino's Pizm, Inc. 
We use only 100% real 
dairy cheese. 
Full 
Service 
Domino's Pizza gives you 
the very best service 
available-free delivery! 
So when your tank is 
empty, give us a calL 
Within 30 minutes, your 
custom-made pizza will be 
delivered to your door at 
no additional charge. 
By LEANNE SKIPPER 
TJ feature reporter 
r to be printed 
By JOHN B. GANNON 
TJ feature editor 
peomres 
"More than single victories or trophies, our greatest 
respect and admiration go to all who try, who make a 
gallant effort, who stay in the race no matter where they 
finish." 
This statement from Eunice Kennedy Shriver, founder 
of Special Olympics, acts as a summary of the attitude 
that prevails over the Special Olympics program. On April 
16, Winthrop students will be able to participate in the 
Regional Special Olympics being held at Northwestern 
High School. 
Winthrop's Council for Exceptional Children is respon-
sible for signing up volunteers from Winthrop to help with 
the Special Olympics. Kim Kramer, president of CEC, 
says that approximately 350 students have signed up to 
help with the activities. These volunteers will serve as 
timers, starters, and markers for the throwing events. 
They can also be "hiiggers." This is a person who stands at 
the end of a particular lane and hugs and congratulates 
each child as he finishes a race. Since many of the children 
are entered in only one or two events, some of the volun-
teers will help entertain the children by playing games while 
they are not participating in an event. Most of the volun-
teers from Winthrop, however, will be assigned to one par-
ticular child and that volunteer will be responsible for that 
child to see that he gets to the events that he is 
signed up for, gets lunch, etc. 
Kim Kramer also says that CEC will be offering a plaque 
io the organization that has the highest percentage of its 
members sign up to be volunteers. 
Special Olympics is a year-round competition with such 
events as swimming and track and field. In addition to the 
regional competition , there is a state Special Olympics and 
a national competition held every four years. Every Special 
Olympics com^etftbusWarded a ribbon, no matter where 
he finished in ihe race/ 
Kim Kramer says, "I feel that the special population 
(handicapped people) has come of age. This competition 
gives them a chance to show what they can do. It makes 
them feel important. It's their time; a time when every-
one is clapping for them/' 
(Continued on page 16) 
Senior biology major Debbie Morris has written a 
paper that has been accepted for publication in the medical 
magazine "Anesthesiology Review." The title of the paper 
is "Malignant Hypothermia-Identification and Confir-
mation: Problems Encountered in a Small Community 
Hospital." 
She wrote the paper for Dr. Terrey Dodge of York 
General Hospital after assisting him in researching a case of 
malignant disease which, usually triggered by an anesthetic, 
can lead to brain damage and sometimes death. 
Dr. Dodge, an anesthesiologist, had diagnosed the 
disease in a young patient during an operation. He con-
tacted the Biology Department here to see if a student 
would be interested in helping him research the boy's 
family. Debbie Morris ended up with the task. 
In researching a disease all the living family members 
have to be tracked down and each member must be de-
termined either to also hare the disease or not. This particu-
lar patient's father's parents were dead (the mother died 
during the research) and eight siblings were located all 
across the country. 
Then it was Debbie's job to contact all the family 
members and inform them of the disease's presence In 
their family. They were told the facts of the disease and to 
see a doctor. Questionnaires were even sent out to deter-
of the Shack Origin 
Now that the sun is out and 
drawing students down to the 
lake area, the time might be 
right to reveal an interesting bit 
of trivia about that brick build-
ing across from the sun-bathing 
shore of the lake. 
The Shack has not always 
stood on its present location. 
Originally the structure was a 
residence OP. the old stone foun-
dation only a few hundred feet 
down the hill. 
During development of the 
lake area in 1960, R.A. Self and 
Company was contracted to 
move the house up the hill to its 
new foundation. The move 
began in '.ate July, 1960 and 
was completed on August 4. 
Total cost of the job: $1600. 
Later the house was covered 
in brick and finished with addi-
tions to both sides and the 
back. 
The other house on the hill 
was also moved by Seif. It was 
carried across the road to its 
present location from the con-
crete foundation on the comer 
near the Shack. The cost for 
moving it back in 1960 was only 
$995. 
The Sh*ck in 1960 . . . 
... .andin 1982. 
Tuesday 
Lunch- Hot Roast Beef Saftdwich 
Summer Squash and Sausa 
Dinner-- F;ied Ocean Perch ... 
Chines^^e:. 
Old Fas ru on ed "CraScRe n an 
cooking abilities 
ove average ind 
up for a cookinf 
could now mate a little 
i hundred different varia-
of six basic designs. If I 
up while working on a 
ular piece of charolate, I 
recook it, or eat it," 
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A 10-year-old semi-sweet love d f f a i 
By ROBIN SHEALY 
Special to TJ 
Willy Wonka, the fictitious 
chocolate factory owner, has 
plenty t" worry about with 
John Gannon around. Gannon, 
a 20-year-old Winthrop College 
junior, has discovered the aes-
thetic cs well as scrumptious 
pleasures of tjie art of chocolate 
candy making. 
Not the ordinary run-of-the-
mill confections, mind you. He 
takes special delight in trans-
forming basic blocks of choco-
late into shapes of Christmas 
trees, Valentine hearts complete 
with delicately iced messages, 
and virtually hundreds of other 
designs. 
Gannon's preoccupation with 
chocolate started at an early 
age when, out of his own deci-
sion, he entered military school 
in the fifth grade. 
"When I was younger, I went 
through one chocolate bar every-
day of the week. I would go 
down to the PX and buy a Mus-
keteer bar for 15 cents," said 
Gannon as be pensively munch-
ed on a French mint while re-
calling his childhood chocolate 
fantasies. 
At military school, Gannon 
gathered many awards and 
throughout school he kept a 
bugle in one hand and a choco-
late bar clutched in the other. 
When Gannon lived at home, 
hi3 mother proved to be a 
strong Influence on his candy 
making. 
"Mom made homemade 
fudge for us and she eventually 
let me try making it myself," 
said Gannon. "From that, point 
on, it was either brownies, fudge 
or hot fudge for ice cream. I 
now had the incentive to experi-
ment on my own." 
But alas, Gannon began 
chocolate making at a period 
in the economy when chocolate 
prices were not conducive to a 
student's meager budget. 
"I couldn't believe the ob-
scene prices of chocolate," said 
Gannon in disbelief. 
But even cost could not 
keep him down. His 
realized his 
were quite ab
she signed him 
class. 
"I 
over a
tions 
flub 
partic
either 
said Gannon. 
Never one to be. easily satis-
fied, Gannon has tested and re-
tested ideas for various types of 
chocolate candies. He admits to 
having a few favorites. 
"My specialties, besides 
candy for holidays, would be 
French mints, turtles, and 
peppermint patties," said Gan-
non. 
Gannon's French mints con-
sist of two bittersweet layers of 
chocolate and one colored mint-
ed middle layer. 
Hie turtles are made up of a 
milk chocolate outer shell and a 
brown sugar mixture filling. A 
pecan half is laid in the filling 
and covered with a shell layer 
of chocolate. 
Peppermint patties take Gan-
non the longest to make. 
"I like to make a derivative 
of the patties by using march-
mallow ere me instead of the 
mint," said Gannon. 
Gannon's true love, despite 
his expertise in producing 
French mints and the like, re-
mains in molding the chocolate 
things.,you i 
wouldn't find in stores. I have' 
molds for nearly every season 
except Yom Kippur,"said Gan-
non. 
Gannon has access to liter-
•totui Gannon concentrates on keeping a steady 
(TJ photo by Tammie Utsey) 
ally hundreds of molds includ-
ing Santa Claus, baseball. Boy 
Scouts, hearts and perfect for 
the upcoming season, Easter 
bunnies. 
"Women who work with my 
mother have asked if I will 
make Ester bunnies and Easter 
egg; for them," said Gannon. 
Gannon does take orders and 
is usually willing to comply to 
the buyer's demands. 
"I could do about anything 
as long as I have some notice," 
said Gannon. 
He knows that he has chosen 
as a hobby a rather female 
dominated one. 
"I specialize in an unusual 
hobby usually associated with 
women, making special candies 
and desserts. I am out for equal 
rights. Guys can make 'em just 
as good!" 
as he paints a chocolate design into a mold. 
What's Cooking 
- Monday 
Lunch- Corn Dojp 
Chicken Pot Pie 
Dinner- Sliced Roast Pork with Spiced Apples 
Shrimp Creole 
Salisbury Steak 
Gravy 
ge Casserole 
Wednesday 
Lunch- Tacos 
Beef and Noodle Casserole 
Dinner- SALAD BAR SPECIAL 
Sliced Breast of Turkey and Dressing 
Grilled Liver and Onions 
Spinach Quiche 
Thursday 
Lunch- Stacked Ham Sandwich on Pita Bread 
Chinese Chow Mein over Chinese Noodles 
Dinner- Country Style Steak 
Grilled Salmon Croquette 
Baked Stuffed Cabbage 
Friday 
Saturday 
Lunch- Hamburgers 
Chicken a la King 
Dinner- Meat Loaf 
Beef Stroganoff over Buttered Egg Noodles 
Sausage and Pancakes with Strawberry Topping 
Sunday 
Lunch- Sliced Roast Beef au jus 
Baked Flounder 
Dinner- Spaghetti with Meatballs 
Grater Tater Casserole 
Bacon-Lettuce-Tomato Sand wich 
Turkey Tetrazini 
PICNIC IN SOCCER FIELD 
BARBECUE CHICKEN DINNER 
Jeff Hunt, Rusty Hayes, Henry Getty, Mitch Slawson, and Boo Slawson engage in a favorite pastime-
a friendly game of poker. Looks like Jeffs already lost the shirt off his back. . . (TJ photo by 
Tammie Ut«»y) 
Epicure reserves the right to make last-rainute changes in 
its menu. 
Lunch-
Dinner-
morrs 
An important crossroad 
Winthrop College is fast approaching an important cross-
road. The decision will soon be made regarding the status 
of the athletic department. Should Winthrop stay in the 
NAI.A. or step up to join the ranks of the N.C.A.A. is the 
question that faces college officials. 
Are we ready to turn N.C.A.A.? Will the switch be a 
successful one? How will finances affect the transition? 
These are a few questions that wiil come up when discuss-
ing the issue. 
Athletic Director Nield Gordon said that at the present 
time a committee is being formed by the Winthrop College 
Board of Trustees to study the future of the athletic pro-
gram. 
The men's intercollegiate teams will continue to play 
N.A.I.A. until a decision is rendered. 
The league which the women are involved in, A.LA.W. 
is on the brink of folding. If this happens, the women wili 
join the N.A.I.A. and possibly the N.C.A.A. down the road. 
The committee to decide on the transfer will meet 
sometime this spring and hopefully make their recommen-
dation next year. 
If turning N.C.A.A. is the conclusion drawn, there will 
most likely be a two year preparation period until the 
athletic department becomes N.C.A.A. 
The next decision to be made is which conference to 
join. Winthrop will most likely join a conference that does 
not play football. 
Gordon has mixed emotions about the transition. 
"Sometimes I feel like jumping right into it, and other 
times I think we ought to take it slower." 
' I l l be ready to do whatever the college does," is Gor-
don's response to the question of if he thinks Winthrop is 
ready. "I feel like we're only a player or two away." 
One problem will be getting a schedule in which we'll 
have a good amount of heme games. 
According to Gordon, in the first few years we may have 
four away games to every home contest. 
With the Eagle baseball team number two in the nation, 
our basketball team moving into the new fieldhouse, and 
the women's volleyball team winning the regional and 
going on to the nationals, it is apparent our program is 
growing. 
If we turn N.C.A.A., two additional men's -ports would 
have to be added. Some suggestions indude golf, track, 
and cross country. 
The financial strain would denmiely be felt, but what 
is not known is to what degree. 
The entire college is feeling the economic recession and 
the athletic department is not sheltered from the faltering 
economy. 
If Winthrop will ever turr. N.C.A.A., I believe now is the 
best time. We are still growing and our athletic teams are 
young. 
Winthrop has room for growth, but after a few short 
years are we still too young? 
I feel that we should go ahead and make the transition 
to N.C.A.A. At first problems may arise, but in the long run 
the school as a whole will benefit. 
J. D. Stanley 
Winthrop 
AJ.A.W. readies to surrender 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-
The nine-year-old Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAW) is effectively 
throwing in the iowei, associa-
tion official: report, and will 
probably disband this summer 
following its spring champion-
ships. 
The organization's demise 
comes on the heels of a self-
it? posed March 1 deadline, by 
which date AIAW officials 
earlier declared they would dis-
band if they failed to attain a 
temporary injunction against the 
efforts of the powerful Nation-
al Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) to take over wom-
en's intercollegiate sports. 
That injunction was denied 
in mid-February by U.S. Dis-
trict Court Judge Charles 
Richey, who said the AIAW 
failed to demonstrate a signifi-
cant need for such action. 
AfAW lawyers insisted the in-
junction, which would have 
halted the NCAAs expansion 
into women's sports, was neces-
sary to prevent the NCAA from 
monopolizing women's sports in 
the same manner as it has 
men's athletics. AIAW claims it 
has lost 32 percent of its mem-
bership and a $200,000 NBC 
television contract since the 
NCAA expanded into women's 
programs last year. 
The injunction is part of a 
larger anti-trust suit that the 
753-member AIAW filed against 
the rival NCAA iast year. The 
suit charges the 76-year old 
NCAA is unfairly, using its 
power and wealth from its 
men's programs to intimidate 
and lure AIAW members into 
defecting. 
'Soccer it 
to em5 
The Inaugural Winthrop Col-
lege "Soccer It To Em Day" 
will take place or. Saturday at 
the Winthrop College Soccer 
field located at the College 
Farm. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Winthrop Soccer Program, the 
Eaglettes, and the Rock Hill 
Parks and Recreation Depart-
ment. 
"Soccer It To 'Em Day" is 
for coaches, prospective coaches, 
and girls and boys, ages 6-18. 
For players, there will be in-
struction by the Winthrop 
coaching staff and players on 
many of the techniques of the 
game of soccer. Winthrop coach-
es Jim Casada and Frankie 
Griffin will then work with the 
coaches, concentrating on many 
of the elements of teaching and 
fundamentals of soccer. 
The day will end with a game 
that will be played by the 
Winthrop College soccer team. 
There is no admission to the 
festivities and iunch may be 
purchased on the site. 
For more information, call 
Roger Neely, Recreation Super-
visor for the Rock Hill Parks 
and Recreation, 327-1136. 
But even with the anti-trust 
suit still pending, AIAW offi-
cials fear the battle is lost. With 
the NCAA women's program 
soon to enter its second year, 
it will be so firmly entrenched 
that it irreparably harms the 
once-dominant AIAW, they say. 
Even if the AIAW wins its case, 
representatives say, it will exist 
only as a shadow of its former 
self, too small to carry on effec-
tively. 
"That's exactly what's hap-
pening," moums AIAW Direc-
tor of Public Relations Shari 
Kharasch. "We have suspended 
all recruiting rules for our cur-
rent members, in case next 
year they wish to leave." 
AIAW delegates already 
voted at their annual conven-
tion in January to stop accept-
ing members for the 1982^53 
academic year, pending the out-
come of the lawsuit. 
But suspeending the recruit-
ment rules, which differ signifi-
cantly from the NCAA poli-
cies, may not be much comfort 
to AIAW members who will be 
left without a parent association 
this summer. In response, the 
NCAA has announced that any 
institution wishing to switch 
from AIAW to NCAA must 
finish out the rest of the aca-
demic year under the AIAW's 
guidelines, despite the suspen-
sion. 
"Basically we're saying that 
they can't change horses in 
midstream," explains Pat Wall, 
assistant director of NCAA 
women's chammonshiDs. "If an 
institution declared AIAW rules 
for the 1981-82 academic year, 
they have to stay with those 
rules." Those institutions may 
then switch to NCAA rules 
when they begin the 1982-83 
school year this summer, Wall 
says. 
Some of the difference in re-
cruitment policies are quite sig-
nificant. For instance, under cer-
tain circumstances, the NCAA 
allows institutions to pay for 
the costs of bringing a wanted 
athlete to campus. The AIAW 
strictly forbids any paid visits. 
The NCAA also allows coaches 
to contact prospective recruits, 
while AIAW policy forbids it. 
Since recruiting for next year 
is already under way at many 
colleges, Wall confesses the 
differences in rules may initially 
give current NCAA members an 
advantage. But she stresses that 
"it's not a punishment" for the 
teams that last year chose the 
AIAW over NCAA. "It's just an 
effort to keep things con-
stant," she says. 
Meanwhile, the AIAW says it 
will convene a meeting of dele-
gates to decide on the final 
plans for dissolving the organi-
zation, pending the outcome of 
the anti-trust legislation, sched-
uled for this spring. 
"We still have some options 
available," says spokeswoman 
Kharasch. 'The delegates might 
even decide to continue the 
AIAW, or they could form a 
new organization. I just don't 
know. It^ likely well just dis-
• solve." 
Terrie Spears, a junior from Greenville, shows her winning form 
in a recent outing. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker) 
painful loss for the Eagles be-
cause it was the first NAIA 
Baseball off to a hot start 
Pitcher Jamie Holt gives his secret to anccessful pitching-itls 
all in the facial expressions. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker) 
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By LENNiE FKILYAW 
The Winthrop baseball team 
is off to a hot start, winning 
12 of their first 14 games. They 
had a 11-0 home record and 
were 2-1 in NAIA District 6 
play Tuesday. 
"I am real pleased with our 
progress so far," said Winthrop 
Coach Horace Turbeville. "The 
guys have pulled together really 
well." 
The Winthrop Eagles began 
the season sweeping two games 
from Alderson Broaddus 11-3 
and 10-1. The next opponent 
was Gardner-Webb. The Eagles 
took that game 9-1. Winthrop 
then picked up their fourth 
win, beating Benedict 12-2. 
The first loss of the season 
came at the hands of Wofford, 
11-5. This was a particularly 
District 6 game for Winthrop, 
"I don't think we played very 
well and we didn't deserve to 
win," said Coach Turbeville. 
"Our pitching didn't perform as 
well as it has. But give Wofford 
credit, they deserved to win." 
It is said trouble comes in 
pairs. This was true for Win-
throp. Two days after the Wof-
ford loss the Eagles were beaten 
by Wingate 8-7. "Wingate- is a 
nationally ranked team," said 
Coach Turbeville. "I felt better 
about that game. We went after 
them, but made a few honest 
errors that hurt us near the end 
of the game." 
After Wingate the Eagles re-
gained their winning ways beat-
ing Voorhees 10-0. This was the 
first NAIA District 6 win of the 
season for Winthrop. 
Softball 
team is 7-1 
By LENNIE PHIL YAW 
TJ sports writer 
The Winthrop women's soft-
ball team has opened the season 
with an impressive 7-1 record 
that includes a championship 
in the USC-Spartanburg Tourna-
ment. 
"Most of our starters from 
last year have returned and we 
are playing really well," said 
Winthrop softball coach Elaine 
Mozingo. "We have a very 
strong team. I am really opti-
mistic." 
Winthrop opened its season 
taking two games from Ithaca 
3-2 and 4-3. In the 4-3 victory, 
a game that went 12 innings, 
the Eagles were losing after 
Ithaca scored 3 runs in their-
half of the 12th. But the Eagles 
answered with 4 runs of their 
own and took the win. "This 
showed our players have a real 
good attitude," said Coach Moz-
ingo. 
After losing to Eastern Michi-
gan 7-0 the Eagles beat Bloom -
bury State 11-0. Winthrop then 
won the USC-Spartanburg Tour-
nament. The Eagles faced four 
teams in the tournament. They 
beat Furman 64 , liberty Bap-
tist 4-0, USC-Spartanburg 9-2 
and in the final game the Eagles 
beat Spartanburg Methodist to 
win the tournament. 
During the tournament Page 
Nicholes pitched a perfect game 
in Winthrop's 84) victory over 
Spartanburg Methodist. Nichols, 
who carries a 0.62 ERA and a 
3-1 record, retired 21 consecu-
tive batters to gain the no-
hitter. 
Another outstanding pitcher 
for Winthrop is Darrlyn Alexan-
der. The sophomore from 
Totowa Boro, N.J., has a 4-0 
record and a 1.32 ERA. Alex-
ander has 24 strike outs in 30 
innings. 
Leading Winthrop's softball 
team offensively are Melody 
Witherspoon with a .417 batting 
average, Cathy Bickley with a 
.407 average and Rhonda Cline 
with a .360 average. Cline also 
leads the team in home runs 
with 2. 
Winthrop will play a double-
header at Newberry Monday at 
2:30 and will return home Wed-
nesday, March 31 when they 
will play Francis Marion in 
another double header. Francis 
Marion is the team that beat 
Winthrop for the state title 
last year and is one of the 
Eagles' biggest rivals. 
Large intramural turnout 
The Winthrop College Intra-
mural Department has reached 
yet another height in student 
participation. Approximately 
675 students are involved in this 
year's spring softball. 
The 13 co-ed, 14 women's, 
and 23 men's teams have set a 
record in number of students, 
and most teams in one sport. 
An added attraction to soft-
ball Is the new sports complex 
at the lake area. 
Four softball fields make up 
the new complex, but only two 
are available to intramural soft-
bail. One Geld is used for wom-
en's intercollegiate softball and 
the other field is not yet com-
pleted. 
"We're real pleased with this 
year's response and we hope the 
sport will continue to grow 
next year," said Jane Polansky, 
an Intramural Graduate Assis-
tant. 
The other spring sport be-
ing offered this spring is soccer. 
Six men's and two women's 
teams are now competing in 
this young sport. 
All the officiating is handled 
by members of the Winthrop 
intercollegiate soccer team. 
eight games. Winthrop took two 
games from Fairmont State 8-1 
and 4-3, three from Drew Uni-
versity 5-1. 3-0, and 6-0,and one 
each from Shepherd (9-1), and 
West Virginia State (13-5). Win-
throp then picked up its second 
NAIA victory against Allen by 
taking an 84 decision. 
Currently leading the Eagles 
offensive attack is Phil Blank-
stein. The 5'11", 185-pound 
freshman from Forest Hills, 
N.Y., has a .536 batting aver-
age. Though he has only 28 at 
bats, Blankstein leads the team 
with three home runs and is 
credited with a game-winning 
RBI. 
Also swinging a hot bat for 
Winthrop is Rick Ford. The 
5'10", 170-pound senior from 
Greensboro, N.C., is presently 
batting .409 after 22 at bats. 
Ford has one home run and has 
stolen 4 bases in 4 attempts. 
Eddie Eargle has been out-
standing with the bat for the 
Eagles. Eargle is carrying a .400 
batting average after 55 at bats. 
He has 2 home runs and leads j 
the team with 3 game-winning 
RBI's. "Ed<fie has done 3n out-
standing job so far," said Coach 
Turbeville. 
Danny Poole, a 165-pound 
junior from Columbia, S.C., has 
a .373 batting average after 51 
at bats. Poole has 27 total bases 
and a .529 slugging average. 
Stan Loyd is currently out 
with a knee injury. Before the 
injury Loyd compiled a .464 
batting average in 28 trips to the 
plate. Loyd has a .714 slugging 
average and has struck out only 
once. "We have made some de-
fensive errors recently, due 
partly to "the injury to Stan," 
said Coach Turbeville. "But 
John Bums has done a heck of a 
job filling in at shortstop. He, 
too, has been injured, but has 
been playing because we needed 
him so bad." 
The Winthrop pitching staff 
has played strong so far this 
season. Led by Jamie Holt, 
Randy Gregory, and Cam Fros-
tic, the Eagle pitchers have held 
their opponents to only 41 total 
runs. 
Randy Gregory, a 195-pound 
right hander from Hamilton, 
OH., leads the Eagles with a 
0.82 ERA. Gregory has allowed 
only 7.hits from the 72 batters 
he has faced and has struek out 
10. 
Jamie Holt currently possess-
es a 1.33 ERA, second only to 
Gregory. The right-handed 
senior from Rock HMJ, S.C., 
has faced 97 batters of which he 
has struck out 21 and has allow-
ed only 16 hits. 
Cam Frostic has a 1.89 
ERA. The 175-pound left 
hander from Richmond, Va., has 
faced 72 batters. He has allowed 
13 hits while striking out 21. 
Buddy Thompson has been 
one of the work horses for the 
Eagles. The Sumter, S.C., native 
has faced 93 batters, striking 
out 14.and has a4.13 ERA. 
The Eagles will play at 
Gardner-Webb Monday, March 
29, then will travel to Mars Hill 
Tuesday, March 30. Winthrop 
will return home Thuaaday, 
April 1 for a rematch with Wof-
ford. 
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Winthrop employes full-time doctor 
By MARYANNR OROBIJSKY 
TJ news reporter 
Winthrop obtained a full-time 
physician recently, the first one 
to be employed exclusively by 
the college since 1976. 
Arthur M. Dalton, MJ)., be-
gan regular medical practice for 
students and staff at the Craw-
ford Health Center March 1. 
"I'm very happy to be here 
at Winthrop. Everyone has been 
helpful and fr iendlyDalton 
said. 
Dalton's arrival at Winthrop 
is unique compared to the 
health center's previous physi-
cians. Dalton feels a full-time 
physician will benefit Winthrop. 
"You can have better contin-
uity with the students/' he 
said. 
Anne James, nursing direc-
tor of the health center, agreed. 
"Students will benefit much 
better by having the same doc-
tor continually as opposed to 
different ones." 
Prior to Dalton, Winthrop 
employed physicians on a con-
tractual basis. By that, as Dalton 
explains, a group of physi-
cians supply doctors to consent-
ing institutions as well as hos-
pital emergency rooms for a 
period of time. This process is 
known as "contracting out." 
According to James, the rea-
son Winthrop did not continue 
with the contracting process is 
"the contracting group shrunk 
so much that there was no re-
placement for Dr. Snead." Dr. 
Snead, the last physician at 
Winthrop under contract, re-
tired this year. 
James said Winthrop had a 
full-time physician before. "That 
was when Crawford was a mini-
hospital, and we had overnight 
stay." However, the full-time 
physician phased out in 1976 
due to lack of state funds. 
Dalton added that Winthrop 
was prompted by the center's 
student traffic to hire a full-
time physician. 
' I t has become increasingly 
busier, and there is a definite 
need to have someone present 
at all tinic:." Now, between 
55-60 students visit the center 
daily. 
Dalton is pleased with Win-
throp. "I like it very much. It 
reminds me of the work at the 
institution from which I recent-
ly retired." Dalton was a full-
. me physician at Ohio Univer-
sity - at Athens for 15 years 
prior to his move to Winthrop." 
"Winthrop is similar to O.U. 
because it is full of tradition 
and strong in education." 
Similarly, Ohio University be-
gan in 1804 as a small state-
wide teachers' school, yet grew 
rapidly after World War II. Dal-
ton compares O.U.'s growth to 
Winthrop. "I see Winthrop as a 
college on the move:* It's grow-
ing fast." 
Dalton, whose specialty is 
pediatrics, began his medical 
career as a graduate of Duke 
University Medical School. From 
there, he began his residency in 
pediatrics at Duke Hospital and 
finished at the University of 
Arthur M. Dalton, M.D., takes time to do some paperwork. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey) 
Watch program started 
By TERRISWAILS 
TJ news reporter 
Students living in Roddey 
• and Breazeale apartments are-be-
ing asked to participate in anew 
apartment watch program estab-
lished in February. 
The apartment watch pro-
gram, similar to crime watch 
programs in residential neighbor-
hoods, was organized by Cynthia 
Cassens, director of housing; 
Beverly Thompson, manager of 
Breazeale; and Ray Stemmer, 
manager of Roddey. 
"We wanted to safeguard 
against further vandalism," 
Thompson said. During Christ-
mas break, someone stole a 
radio and a clock from a Brea-
zeale apartment. 
Roddey apartments have had 
three attempted or completed 
breakins, Stemmer said. 
Before Christmas break, a 
wallet and checkbook were sto-
len from an apartment. Recent-
ly, the residents of an apart-
ment discovered two black ju-
veniles trying to break into their 
apartment. The boys had tripped 
the hall switches so the hall was 
dark. The man chased them 
away but could not get a good 
description of them, Stemmer 
said. 
In another attempted break-
in, two girls heard someone 
rattling their lock and pushing 
oa their door one night around 
10 pan. 
"The apartment watch is a 
good idea. The couple who 
caught the boys trying to break 
into their apartment were very 
interested in the apartment 
watch," Stemmer said. 
The problems in an apart-
ment are different from those 
in the dorms. Roddey and Brea-
zeale are harder to safeguard 
because they are more open, 
do not have curfews for visit-
ors and are co-ed, he said. 
Stemmer feels the apartment 
watch will help solve these prob-
lems. Also, peep holes have been 
installed to help prevent further 
attempts or break-ins. 
"We try to make rounds once 
a day, but that's only for about 
15 or 20 minutes, unless there is 
a problem," Stemmer raid. 
When making the rounds, the 
lights in hallways and the fuse 
boxes are checked. 
"Security has been very help-
ful to me," Stemmer .said. 
"They have always responded 
well when called." 
Michigan Hospital. He practiced 
privately for 15 years as a pedia-
trician in Toledo, Ohio, before-
his move to O.U. After O.U., 
Dalton retired in 1979 and 
moved to Wilmington, N.C., but 
ventured out of retirement to 
come to Winthrop. 
"I got tired of being retired!" 
he said. He now lives in Rock 
Hill with his wife Beverly. The 
Dal tons have three grown sons. 
Dalton is impressed with his 
staff and the health center. 
'They arc all very good and 
the facilities are more than ade-
quate." He is also pleased with 
the students. "They seem serious 
and committed to their educa-
tion." 
Consequently, the staff is 
pleased with Dalton. 
"He is working out im-
menselj. He works quite well 
with the staff."' said Barbara 
Dunnegan, staff nurse. Anne 
James reports Daiton 'Is work-
ing out beautifully because he's 
been in this type of situation 
before." 
Overall, Dalton prefers his 
position as a college physician 
rather than a private physician. 
"I enjoy being around young 
people." 
His hours are 9 ajn. to 
noon and 1 to 4 pjn. Monday 
through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 
noon on Friday. 
Honors Program cut 
More housing advisors are 
needed in Roddey and Brea-
zeale to help keep an eye on 
what goes on in the apart-
ments, Stemmer said. 
"We need someone on each 
floor who is paid by housing 
and will be around at certain 
hours so people can let them 
know what is going on,", said 
Stemmer. 
Oxfam seeds 
for sale 
Buy a package of seeds from 
Oxfam America, either garden 
vegetables or seasonal herbs. 
Your spring garden can grow 
twice over: once in your own 
back yard and again overseas. 
Part of the $3.50 purchase 
price will help fund Oxfam pro-
jects in the Third World. Oxfam 
assists the poor and hungry in 
their efforts to grow more food, 
leam new economic skills and 
improve their lives. Join Oxfam 
and plant a seed for change! 
Seeds are now avail-
able through Newman Campus 
Ministry. Contact Dr. David 
Valtierra or Pat Blaney (327-
2097). 
The Honors Program is being 
phased out by Dean A. Lyles of 
Arts and Sciences. Students al-
ready in the program will not 
be affected by the decision, 
but, due to financial reasons, 
incoming freshmen will no lon-
ger have the opportunity to 
participate in the courses and 
seminars once available. 
Referring to it as a "deep 
freeze," Dr. William Daniel, 
chairman of the Honors Coun-
cil, is hopeful that the program 
will be provided again in the 
coming years. 
Students involved in the 
Honors Program are upset over 
the announcement. Angie Cope 
stated, "I understand because of 
the money situation. I just wish 
there was another way." She 
stressed that building up the 
interest In students was very 
important in getting the pro-
gram back. 
Another student, Donna 
Steele, shared sirriilar *iews. 
"The program was set up for a -
purpose, and now it's taken 
away. The courses offered are 
to the students' benefit." She 
feels that the smaller classes 
have been an advantage to her. 
But the small class advan-
tages were not large enough to 
outweigh financial demands on 
the college, according to Dr. 
Daniel . The Council was against 
the decision, but the problem 
was out of their hands. 
Dean Lyles referred to the 
Honors Program as being "tech-
nically deactivated for three 
years." So, there is n possi-
bility for the future of the 
program. Hopefully, in the 
future, the interest among stu-
dents will have increased enough 
to support the program effi-
ciently, Council members sad. 
Paper to be printed 
(Continued from page 12) 
mine whether they exhibited physical symptoms of the 
disease, but only two responded. From correspondence 
and telephone calls, she found them to be "a very unedu-
cated, uncooperative family. They didn't want to hear 
it." 
Dr. Dodge suggested she write up her information into 
a paper to submit for publication. (Since she did write and 
it was accepted for publication, she will recelva honors 
credit.) 
The paper was submitted only to "Anesthesiology Re-
view" in New York and was accepted. A publishing date 
has yet to be determined. 
Debbie Morris herself is applying to several medical 
schools to one day become a doctor. She has not yet de-
cided on a specialty. 
She highly recommends her study to others. *1 definite-
ly think it was a good teaming, expcrienw." 
